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Anxiety is a present state at the students during their school path. Many of the educational failures relate not
only to mathematics but also to personal difficulties in particular, at evaluation exams. Studies highlighting the
importance of the anxiety (state and trait) at failure in school performance. This paper has a concern about
mathematics anxiety, in higher education, because there are very few studies about this topic. The research
instrument were answered by higher education students from different institutions in Portugal in the beginning
of the academic year. The study results are being collected and conclusions are been working.
METHOD AND MEASURES MATH ANXIETY
Anxiety is a present state of the student during their path at school. This negative emotional reaction, which
translates into low self-concept, capable of interfering with school performance, has implications for personal
and academic success. For most students, school education is often judged as being unpleasant (Vollsted, 2009),
causes a certain level of anxiety and students who experience higher levels of academic anxiety generally show
affect academic performance (Owens, Stevenson, Hadwin, & Norgate, 2012). The purpose of this study is to
respond to the research questions about which factors have more impact on their anxiety in mathematics area.
What are the causes of mathematics anxiety in higher institutions’ students?
To answer this research questions, was collected information to study, such as: Participants: The sample is
students from different higher institutions in Portugal with mathematics in their curriculum. Procedures: The
sMARS (Math Anxiety Rating Scale) instrument, Part I, was adapted from a Spanish research in this field
(Núñez-Peña, Suárez-Pellicioni, Guilera, & Mercadé-Carranza, 2013) with some adaptations to the Portuguese
reality. The instrument is composed into four groups, namely, academic variables, the sMARS, about
mathematical motivation and STAI (State–Trait Anxiety Inventory). This tool (paper and online) was given to
higher education students from different institutions in Portugal in the beginning of the academic year.
With this study, it is intended to answer the question raised and to verify if it confirms the same results obtained
in the study of Núñez-Peña, Suárez-Pellicioni, Guilera and Mercadé-Carranza (2013).
The present study provides an instrument for measuring math anxiety that may be a useful tool for educators
and psychologists interested in identifying students that may have a low math achievement because of anxiety.
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